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NO ROOM
IN THE INN?

You have heard sbout "the DP problem ." You read, in the Chrisa.12
a.12 GenChristury, for example, ",, . . .the first humanitarian priority on
tian'conscience of the world ought to be the plight of twelve million
refugees in Europe . Every congregation in America, and particularly every Protestant
congregation, should now be at work trying to secure employment and•hausing for at
least one refugee family . Christian compassion requires that we do what we can for
our helpless and suffering fellows . This is particularly true when our country carries a substantial share of the responsibility for their condition, as it does in
this case ."
But it is something far away and'too colossal for you to do anything . about ; so
you, and we, try to forget an exile that makes ancient Babylonian captivities seem
like Sunday School picnics . We can not hear them cry . But we hear the telephone
ring and a neighbor begins telling us about her husband's sister, a widow at 42,
Viz'ose husband has been among the "missing" since 1945 . There are ,two children, Ingrid and Gunther, born in Danzig . They have been moved three times ; the last time
meant eight days in a box 'car . They have nothing left . How much longer can they
hold out? These are D .P.s . The N .Y . Times calls the discriminatory Wiley-Revercomb
Act "a disgrace to America" and it should be changed . Meantime the law requires
guarantees of jobs and housing before such families will even be, considered for the
all-too limited quotas, - These are D .P .s at Christ's Mass Tide in .a world whose Inns
are all full,
The Peace Council is represented on the Displaced Persons Committee for this
area . If you can help, or have' a suggestion, send it in, please.
POINT WITH The SRO sign was out again -at the Museum when Reginald Sorenson gave.
PRIDE DEPT . his address an Conditions for Peace in our Forum Series . Many hearers
declared it was the "best ever . " Roy McCorkel will have . concluded the
series by the time you , get this number of PNL . We hope you didn't miss him! Look
now in the enclosed folder for the announcement of our next meeting . It will be good.
And while you are looking we hope you will read our ' 1948 -1949 Program Announcement carefully . It should be a matter of particular satisfaction to members and subscribers to know that they make possible such 'a vigorous and well 'balanced'program
for strengthening and implementing the spirit of good will among' all men . And there
is room for others .
Why don't you join now?

A CHRISTMAS CAMY.4,1GN
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Fiscal Year Begins January 1 ! '
limited Budget calls for $5,000.
HOPE IS FOR A PLEDGE FROM YOU BY JANUARY $
•
campaign begins Dec . 28 and ends Jan. 11 with our Birthday Dinner!
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,

pledge card will be in your hands December 28:
pledge card should be back in our hands January 3.
check will extend and encourage the work of the Council.
response will express the spirit of the Prince of Peace on earth.

WE need your complete cooperation to continue the work of our cause.
--The Finance Committee,, C . Philip Torrance.

GOOD
COMPANIONS

Do you sometimes feel that only little people like ourselves are
interested in peace? Here are some signers of a cablegram'sent to
Nehru for Gandhi's Birthday, October 2:
Pearl Buck, John Haynes Holmes - minister Community Church, N .Y ., Pitirim A . SorokinHeed of the Sociology Dept ., Harvard University, Oswald Garrison Villard, E . Stanley
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Do you sometimes feel that only little people like ourselves are
interested in peace? Here are some signers of a cablegram `sent to
Nehru for Gandhi's Birthday, October 2:
Pearl Buck, John Haynes Holmes - minister Community Church, N .Y ., Pitirim A . SorokinHe ;d of the Sociology Dept ., Harvard University, Oswald Garrison Villard, E . Stanley
Jones - famous evangelist and missionary to India, Harry Emerson Fosdick, Benjamin E.
Mays - President of Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga ., and Vice-Chairman of Federal
Council of Churches of Christ in America, Charles S . Johnson, President of Fisk University, illian Smith, Clayton, Ga ., author of "Strange Fruit," Allan Knight ChalmersProfessoP'Homiletics, Boston University School of Theology, Channing Tobias - Executive Director Phelps-Stokes wa .
The cable said:
"We are united in our determination for world peace and we believe that Gandhi's
philosophy of non-violence is a practical and powerful means to this end . Therefore
we have chosen the second day of October to be each year a special day devoted to
making known as widely as possible the principles which guided the life of the great
leader . This we do not only in commemoration of him, that his faith and vision may
not fade from us, but also that we may contribute our full share toward the achievement of permanent peace ."

U .M .T .y
•You must have seen the Army's announcement that it would try again in the
Dumpty new Congress to get a peacetime, , compulsory military training law adopted.
As you .know, the Arrrr would like to have a permanent measure succeed the
temporary draft 1 .t is now using.
In addition to this, the military establishment plans to continue to subsidize science, establish more military units in our colleges, begin R .O .T .C . units
in girls' schools, penetrate both'labor and business organizations with personnel and
procedures for greater control over our economy.
SALUTE TO
A "FIRST"

The Association of Methodist ministers in the Buffalo district has gone
on record in favor of repeal of the present draft law . "We call for the
repeal of the contemporary exalt law and register our continuing opposition to all peacetime military conscription . . .We wish the conscientious participant
in military training and the conscientious bjector to military training to know that
we will hold them in our love and prayers ." Other "associations" please copy.
THE PEACE COUNCIL
Scee : France` In a recent editorial the Christian_ Century declares,
PERISCOPE
No Western Union is passible . without France .. . . No Western Union is
possible with France in her present condition, characterized by (1) moral sickness
and a largely Justifiable political cynicism ;(2) the growth of communist leadership
within the country ; (3)'a truly terrific inflation and consequent strikes bringing
the country into the winter without coal reserves for either domestic or industrial
uses . Needed : Marshall Plan aid confined te_economiarecovery to stop inflation and
stabilize prices . To impese•an armament program on France will only accelerate inflation, increase prices and the already great suffering, and place armaments where
they may be turned against their makers . Meantime it is apparent from other sources
that millions of Marshall Plan money are going to bolster the French Empire in the
East (which helps neither France nor our reputation for democracy) and that the
threat of another extremism from the right (DeGaulle) constitutes a two-front war on
French democracy.
Berlin . William L . Shirer, highly, .reguteble analyst of the Mutual Network has
revealed that the (American) 'Administration precipitated the breakdown of negotiations over Berlin, even though =General Clay and his British and French colleagues
felt they should continue . This news came to light in London, not in Washington.
The official report of the iiestern Military Governors declared that "Marshall Sokolofsky had given ground on most of the subsidiary issues, as well as making reasonable
proposals in regard to road and rail traffic (which are) probably acceotable ."
Which would seem to place us in a curious moral position as concerns the "Berlin
crisis" with "those Russians ."
China . A recently published symposium of fourteen experts on the Far East are
in surprising agreement on "Why the Chinese Communists are Winning ." Perhaps Edgar
Snow and Owen Lattimore expressed it as well as any : "the Chinese Communists are
winning because they put into action a program that satisfies some of the urgent
needs of their people .' (Snow) and (Lattimore) " . . .because the Kuomintang has proved
itself corrupt, incompetent, and oppressive beyond all descri p tion . . ." "What to do?"
Nathaniel Peffer says, "There is nothing to do now but accept what is ." Snow advises
three things : 1 . Return to traditional policy of non-intervention ; 2 . Insist that UN
end other powers do likewise ; 3 . Proclaim to-Chinese people deep and abiding friendship of America, and readiness to support any practicable efforts to solve enormously
complex economic problems.
P .S . Former Senator Clark (Idaho), sent to China by Appropriations Committee,
n.rges that several billion dollars be sent to China . He was previously a partner in
the law firm that was paid $100,000 to get aid for Chiang Kai-shek.
Spain . Senator Chan Gurney, Chairman of Armed Services Committee, wants a fullscale military alliance with Franco ; Secretary Marshall wants UN to lift its economic
boycott of Spain . Hanson Baldwin, the , ew York Times military analyst, wrote on October 10, 1948, that "Senator Gurney, who was accompanied to Madrid by a coterie of
high-ranking United States off,icers . . .obviously and openly represents the Pentagon
point of view or that formidable section of Washington opinion, dominated by the military, which holds that the United States frontier is in the Pyrenees or in any case
that the security of Western Europe never can be guaranteed without the utilization
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The official report of the 4estern Military Governors declared that "Marshall Sokolofsky had given ground on most of the subsidiary issues, as well Ps making reasonable
proposals in regard to road and rail traffic (which are) probably acceotable ."
Which would seem to place us in a curious moral position a s concerns the "Berlin
crisis" with "those Russians ."
China . A recently published symposium of fourteen experts on the Far East Are
in surprising agreement on "Why the Chinese Communists are Winning ." Perhaps Edgar
Snow and Owen Lattimore expressed it as well as any : "The Chinese Communists are
winning because they put into action a program that satisfies some of the urgent
needs of their people .' (Snow) and (Lattimore) " ; . .because the Kuomintang ha .s proved
itself corrupt, incompetent, and oppressive beyond all descri p tion . . ." "What to do?"
Nathaniel Peffer says, "There is nothing to do now but accept whet is ." Snow advises
three things : 1 . Return to traditional policy of non-intervention ; 2 . Insist that UN
and other powers do likewise ; 3 . Proclaim to-Chinese people deep and abiding friendship of America, and readiness to support any practicable efforts to solve enormously
complex economic problems.
P .S . Former Senator Clark (Idaho), sent to China by Appropriations Committee,
-urges that several billion dollars be sent to China . He was previously a partner in
the law firm that was paid $100,000 to get aid for Chiang Kai-shek.
Spain . Senator Chan Gurney, Chairmen of Armed Services Committee, wants a fullscale military alliance with Franco ; Secretary Marshall wants UN to lift its economic
boycott of Spain . Hanson Baldwin, the-,Naw York Times military analyst, wrote on October 10, 1948, that "Senator Gurney, who was accompanied to Madrid by a coterie of
high-ranking United States officers . . .obviously and openly represents the Pentagon
point of view or thst formidable section of Washington opinion, dominated by the mil:'tary, which holds that the United States frontier is in the Pyrenees or in any case
that the security of Western Europe never can be guaranteed without the utilization
of Spanish and German manpower ."
The Army thinks of Spain in terms of rugged mountains as a protection for air
bases . The United States has already made a deal with Franco whereby he gives Army
troop planes the right t? land anywhere in Spain in exchange for help in improving
Sp .rish airfields . Franco's price for an alliance with the United States is
What Price Glory!
$1 .453,000,000, which he needs to save his regime .
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